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Abstract

The maximum likelihood method and minimum evolution method are mainly used to

reconstruct the molecular evolutionary phylogenetic trees. But, from statistical viewpoints,

each of them has its own problem. To improve this, we combine the maximum likelihood

method with minimum evolution method, on the framework of Bayesian maximum a pos-

terior probability(MAP) estimation.

1 Introduction

There are main two groups of the methods to reconstruct the molecular evolutionary phy-

logenetic trees: one is the distance-based methods such as minimum evolution(ME) method,

and the other is maximum likelihood(ML) method. From the statistical viewpoint, the ML

method is thought as the most rigorous estimation method. However, some have pointed out

the validity of the method when applied to the di�erent tree topologies. In ME method, choos-

ing phylogenetic tree with the minimum sum of branch lengths is its superior feature, but the

incorrect probabilistic model is assumed for branch length.

In this study, we provide more probabilistic rigorous framework( Bayesian framework) to

extend ML method to include the superior feature of ME method for constructing the molecular

evolutionary phylogenetic trees.

2 Bayesian Framework for Phylogenetic Tree

We employ the maximum a posterior probability estimation(MAP) for tree estimation. In the

MAP estimation, �rst, a posterior probability of the statistical parameter values is calculated

based on the Bayesian theorem,

P (�jx) =
P (xj�)P (�)

P (x)
� � � (1);
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where � represents parameters of the model and x is the observed data. The second term means

a priori probability of the model. Since the demoninator of the above expression is not related

with �, the quantity which should be maximized is P (xj�)P (�): With taking logarithm of the

above, we get the following maximization criterion

logP (xj�) + logP (�) � � � (2):

We select the evolutionary priori on the following assumptions:

(1) Evolution takes costs so that it is more likely the shorter path of the evolution has

occurred if it provides the same outcome. (2) Evolutionary time is not linearly scaled. The

cost of the evolutionary time increases multiplicatively. (3) The prior follows that of Je�rey's

other than the above assumptions (1) and (2). If we adopt the following assumptions, the prior

of the evolutionary tree which have the branching length �i is proportional to �
p
i=1

1
exp(�i)

. If we

take a logarithm of the priors, we get the following maximization criterion.

log f (xj�)�
X

�j�ij � � � (4):

The above criterion can be considered as a combination of the maximum likelihood method

and the minimum evolution method, where � is the normalized coe�cient for a prior.

3 An Experiment

The data computed are from 4938-bp mitochondrion DNA of human, common chimpanzee,

pygmy chimpanzee, gorilla and orangutan [1], and we develop a computer program by using

Nelder and Mead's downhill simplex method to obtain the MAP estimation of branch lengths.

It is found that ML-ME based method constructs identically same tree with Horai's one,

but, the resultant tree by ML method is di�erent in the branching length between gorilla and

orangutan near the root. Not only from Horai's study but also from the other related study

[2], ML-based tree is slightly inaccurate. Possible accounts for this di�erence are as follows:

The ML-ME based tree tends to become more parsimonious, specially due to the last term

which prefers shorter branching lengths. This tendency does not e�ect so much near the leaves,

because near the leaves likelihood function has a tight relation with observed sequences of

present species. But as the tree goes down to the root, likelihood function becomes more inac-

curate. On the contrary, the second term preferring the minimum branching lengths becomes

more e�ective. If the principle of parsimony is valid still in molecular evolution, the ML-ME

based method well compensates the inaccuracy of ML method.
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